Featuring highlights of faculty publications, presentations, readings, performances, exhibitions, creative works, lectures, and other scholarly activities completed from January 1, 2015, through December 31, 2015

Abildskov, Marilyn (English). Publications:

Allen, Roy (Economics). Publications:

Ahnen, Ron (Politics). Publications:

Ahmed, Hisham (Politics). Publications:

Anantharaman, Manisha (Justice, Community and Leadership). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:
1) “Middle class waste, working class hands,” South Asia by the Bay, May 11 2015, Berkeley.
2) “Recycling class: The cultural and environmental politics of the new middle classes of Bangalore, India,” At the Urban Studies Week, University of San Francisco (March 11 2015, San Francisco).
3) “Challenges and Opportunities in Municipal Solid Waste Management in India,” A Symposium organized by UCLA’s Center for India and South Asia (May 15 2015, Los Angeles).

Anguiano, Rebecca (Counseling). Publications:

Anguiano, Rebecca (Counseling). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
Cynthia Martinez (primary recipient) and Rebecca Anguiano. “Rethinking Parental Involvement in Urban Schools: Poplar Education, Community Organizing, and Social Justice,” a grant of $10,000 funded by Tipping Point Community (https://tippingpoint.org), 2015.

Atalay, Zeynep (Sociology). Presentations and Papers:

Bachani, Jyoti (Management). Presentations and Papers:
“Pedagogy in the Digital Era: Incorporating Virtual Experiences into the Classroom,” co-presented with Nancy Lam and Linda Herkenhoff, Academy of Management Conference in Vancouver, Canada.

Barragan, Rosana (Performing Arts). Presentations:
Barram, Michael (Theology and Religious Studies). Articles:

Barram, Michael (Theology and Religious Studies). Presentations and Papers:

Barram, Michael (Theology and Religious Studies). Reviews:

Beck, Kristen (Mathematics and Computer Science). Publications:
3) “Eventually Linear Partially Complete Resolutions Over a Local Ring with m4=0.” *Journal of Algebra and Its Applications* 15.3 (April 2015).

Beran, Carol (English). Presentations and Papers:

Beran, Carol (English). Publications:

Bossard, Carla (Biology). Publications:
2) Tang, Ya, Bossard, Carla, Reidhead, Jacob, “Effects of Percent Cover of Japanese Cedar in Forests on Slopes Slides in Sichuan, China.” Ecological Engineering 74 (January 2015).

Boyda, Edward (Physics and Astronomy). Publications:

Brunetti, Jerry. (Teacher Education). Publications:
Bulman, Robert C. (Sociology). Articles:
1) “Conflicted view of high school is reflected in Hollywood films.” San Francisco Chronicles (March 27, 2015).

Burley, Joel (Chemistry). Publications:

Cardwell, Brother Kenneth (Integral Curriculum of Liberal Arts). Presentations and Papers:

Carpenter, Anne M. (Theology and Religious Studies). Presentations and Papers:
1) “Real and Imagined Oppositions: Balthasar and Lonergan on Remembering the Tradition,” keynote address, Lonergan on the Edge (September 2015).
2) “Sense and Memory: At the Critical Conjunction of the Sensus Fidelium and Church Tradition,” Catholic Theological Society of America (June 2015).

Carpenter, Anne M. (Theology and Religious Studies). Publications:

Chandrasekaran, Vidya (Biology). Publications:
1) “Drosophila Muller F Elements Maintain a Distinct Set of Genomic Properties Over 40 Million Years of Evolution,” with Wilson Leung (primary author) and Participating Students and Faculty of the Genomics Education Partnership, in G3 vol. 5 no. 5; 719-740, May 1, 2015. [Note: the author list includes the following Saint Mary’s students: Christopher Beck, Kristen R. Hatfield, Douglas A. Herrick, Christopher B. Khoury, Charlotte Lea, Christopher A. Louie, Shannon M. Lowell, Thomas J. Reynolds, Jeanine Schibler, Alexandra H. Scoma, Maxwell T. Smith-Gee, Sarah Tubert]
2) “Reactive oxygen species are involved in BMP-induced dendritic growth in cultured rat sympathetic neurons,” by Vidya Chandrasekaran, Lea C, Sosa JC, Higgins D, in Mol Cell Neurosci. 2015 Jul; 67:116-25; doi: 10.1016/j.mcn.2015.06.007; Epub 2015 Jun 14. [Note: Charlotte Lea was a Saint Mary’s Student]

Conner, Andrew (Mathematics and Computer Science). Publications:

Davalos, Catherine Marie A. (Performing Arts). Performances:
2) Festival of Latin American Contemporary Choreographers, new excerpts from Oh the MOON!, presented by the Mission Cultural Center for Latino Arts, San Francisco, CA, September 2015.
3) San Francisco International Arts Festival, excerpts from Oh the MOON!, co-produced and presented by the SFIIAF, by invitation, Cowell Theater, Fort Mason Center, San Francisco, June 2015.
Davalos, Catherine Marie A. (Performing Arts). Presentations:
Master Teacher: presented a faculty class in Modern Dance technique, and a student and faculty class in choreography called Creating your Toolbox, Baja Region, American College Dance Association, California State University Long Beach, Long Beach, CA, March 2015.

De Angelis, Maria Grazia (Modern Languages). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
The Italian Cultural Society Grant (Sacramento, CA) December 2014.

De Angelis, Maria Grazia (Modern Languages). Presentations and Papers:

Doane, Janice (English). Presentation:

Dopfel, Costanza (Modern World Languages and Cultures). Presentations:
4) “Did Women have a Renaissance Epic?” The Sacred in Italy across Time, Place, and Discipline, California Interdisciplinary Consortium for Italian Studies Conference, UCLA. April 2015.

Dopfel, Costanza (World Languages and Cultures). Publications:

Doran, Caroline J. (Management). Publications:

Edwards, Laurie (Teacher Education). Presentations and Papers:

Emhoff, Chi-An (Kinesiology). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
“Effects of branched-chain amino acid supplementation on exercise performance and recovery in highly endurance trained athletes.” Corporate Research Grant from GU Energy Labs (Berkeley, CA), 2015.

Emhoff, Chi-An (Kinesiology). Presentations and Papers:
Fitzgerald, Monica D. (Justice, Community & Leadership). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
To conduct archival research on early American ideas about gender and to transcribe oral histories.
Saint Mary’s College 2015-2016 Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Fitzgerald, Monica D. (Justice, Community & Leadership). Reviews:

Fitzgerald, Monica D. (Justice, Community, & Leadership). Presentations and Papers:

Flanagin, David Zachariah (Theology and Religious Studies). Publications:
1) The Quest for the Historical Jesus, Now You Know Media lecture series; 21 lectures on 8 DVDs, 2015.
2) “Mathematical Theologies: Nicholas of Cusa and the Legacy of Thierry of Chartres.” Catholic Historical Review 101.4 (Fall 2015).

Foster, Jeanne (English). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
Tennessee Williams/New Orleans Literary Festival’s Poetry Contest, 2015.

Foster, Jeanne (English). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:

Foster, Jeanne (English). Publications:

Foster, Jeanne (English). Readings:
1) AWP (Milwaukee)
2) Poetry Flash (Moe’s)
3) UC Davis Reading Series
4) Holy Names University Reading Series
5) Modesto-Stanislaus Poetry Center Reading Series.

Freund, Peter (Art and Art History). Exhibitions [As Artist]:
1) IRAN/USA, Solo Exhibition, Sazmanab Center for Contemporary Art, Tehran, Iran; August 21-27, 2015.
2) The End of an Error, Group Exhibition, Chicago Underground Film Festival, Logan Theatre, Chicago.

Freund, Peter (Art and Art History). Presentations and Papers:
IRAN/USA, Presentation, Iranian Studies Program, Stanford University, Palo Alto; March 12, 2015.

Freund, Peter (Art and Art History). Publications:

Ganote, Cynthia (Sociology). Publications:

Garrison, Keith (Biology). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:

Gentry-Akin, Father David. Presentations and Papers:
1) Faculty Mentor, Collegium’s annual Colloquy on Faith and the Intellectual Life. Saint John’s
2) “A Celebration of the Life and Work of Father Thomas Berry: His Contribution to a Creation Theology for An Ecology Age,” paper given at the Annual Convention at the University of Portland in Spring 2015; subsequently submitted and accepted for publication.

Gordon da Cruz, Cynthia (Justice, Community and Leadership). Presentations and Papers:

Gordon da Cruz, Cynthia (Justice, Community and Leadership). Publications:

Graham, Rosemary (English). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
2) Finalist, Tucson Festival of Books writing contest for Simple Lessons in Irish

Guarneri, Carl J. (History). Presentations and Papers:
“American Utopias and Japanese Socialism.” Big H Conference, UC-Berkeley, February 27, 2015

Guarneri, Carl J. (History). Reviews:

Hadani, Michael (Management). Publications:
1) “The CEO as Chief Political Officer: Managerial Discretion and Corporate Political Activity.” Journal of Business and Research 68.11 (November 2015).

Hamm, Elizabeth A. (Integral Curriculum of Liberal Arts). Reviews:

Hammond, Zaretta L. (Teacher Education). Publications:

Hawley, James (Management). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:
Panel session on systemic implications of environmental, social and financial portfolio decisions (investment allocation, engagement processes) of asset owners and managers, co-hosted by the Boston Federal Reserve Bank and the The Investment Integration Project.

Hawley, James (Management). Publications:

Herkenhoff, Linda (Operations and Quantitative Methods). Publications:

Herkenhoff, Linda (Operations and Quantitative Methods). Presentations and Papers:

Herrera, Dana R. (Anthropology) 2015. Publications:

Herrera, Dana R. (Anthropology) Presentations and Papers:

Heung, Jennifer D. (Anthropology) Presentations and Papers:

Heung, Jennifer D. (Anthropology). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:

Hiken, Charles (History). Publications:

Hillman, Brenda (English). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
To Translate Contemporary Brazilian Woman’s Poetry, 2015-2016 Saint Mary’s College Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Hillman, Brenda (English). Presentations and Papers:
1) Sonoma State University, Panel Discussion on Metaphorical Thinking, Rohnert Park, CA
2) Monfort Interdisciplinary Symposium: Crisis & Creativity, Colorado State University—Ft Collins, CO

Hillman, Brenda (English). Publications:
1) “Radiance of Time During Their Love,” included in Four Poets, Minus A Press, 2015
2) Eight poems from “Metaphor and Simile” in Lana Turner, 2015
Hillman, Brenda (English). Readings:
1) Bucknell University Reading at The Stadler Center for Poetry - Lewisburg, PA
2) Bay Area Book Festival - Berkeley, CA
3) Cascadia Poetry Conference – Vancouver Island University, Nanaimo, Vancouver
4) Sacramento State University, Reading
5) Harvard University Morris Gray Reading Series Cambridge, MA
6) Concordia University Reading Montreal, Quebec
7) Geography of Hope: Women and Land – Point Reyes Books
8) Reading, University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI
9) Shanghai Book Festival

Hughes, Sheila Hassell (English). Book Chapter Publications:

Hughes, Sheila Hassell (English). Reviews

Imamura, Makiko (Communication). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
To continue a longitudinal project studying communication between East Asian international students and the Americans they interact with most frequently. 2015-2016 Saint Mary’s College Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Jabbour, Rebecca S. (Biology). Publications:

Kale, Jivendra (Finance). Publications:

King, Jeannine (English). Presentations and Papers:

King, Jeannine (English). Publications:
Klein, Adria (Teacher Education). Presentations and Papers:
2) “‘California Dreaming’—The Issues, the Problems, the Politics, and the Policies: An Annual Symposium of the Association of Literacy Educators and Researchers.” Association of Literacy Educators and Researchers (November 2015, Costa Mesa, CA).
5) “Focusing on Shorter Tests for Strategic Processing at Higher Book Levels.” California Reading Association (October 2015, Riverside, CA).

Klein, Emily (English). Presentations and Papers:
3) “In Dialogue with Brecht: a pre-show conversation” Roundtable panelist at Good Person of Setzuan opening reception. Saint Mary’s College, CA. April 2015
4) “Imagining Lysistrata 2.0” Invited talk for UCLA Friends of English Salon Series. Los Angeles, CA, January 2015.

Krafcik, Drew (Counseling). Publications:

Lam, Nancy (Management). Presentations and Papers:

Lam, Nancy (Management). Publications:
2) “Pitching employee suggestions and ideas: Managerial voice propagation up the hierarchy,” Journal of Business and Policy Research.

Lee, Clifford (Teacher Education). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
To investigate how urban youth develop critical computational thinking practices while creating news stories with interactive elements. 2015-2016 Saint Mary’s College Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Lee, Clifford (Teacher Education). Presentations and Papers.


Lee, Clifford (Teacher Education). Publications.


Lee, Yung-Jae (Operations and Quantitative Methods). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:

Tina Zhang and Yung-Jae Lee. “To identify factors that affect the social and financial success of microfinance institutions in the Philippines.” Saint Mary’s College 2015-2016 Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Lee, Yung-Jae (Operations and Quantitative Methods). Publications:


Lenart-Cheng, Helga (Modern Languages). Presentations:


Lenart-Cheng, Helga (Modern Languages). Publications:


León, Raina (Teacher Education). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:

1) To implement new teaching technologies at Daraja Academy, a girls’ secondary school in Kenya, and study the effect. Saint Mary’s College 2015-2016 Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

2) CantoMundo, Austin, TX, 2015

León, Raina (Teacher Education). Publications:


3) “When your mother is a god” and “vessel strut,” *Torch, poetry, prose, and short stories by African American women*, Torch (2015)


León, Raina (Teacher Education). Poetry Readings:

1) Humboldt State University

2) Bay Area Art and Education Justice reading

3) The Poetry Center at San Francisco State University

4) Flor y Canto reading, Artillery Art Gallery

5) Crosstalk, Color, Composition Conference, (Formerly the Berkeley Poetry Conference)

Leopard, Dan (Communication). Presentations and Papers:

Leopard, Dan. “My Mummy Complex: Fusing Trauma and History in the Televisual 1960s.” Association
for the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society annual conference, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, October 2015.

**Leopard, Dan** (Communication). Reviews:

**Levine, Paula** (English). Publications:

**Lingwood, Mark** (Chemistry). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
“Acquisition of a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectrometer for use in research and teaching.” Private foundation grant, October 2015.

**Long, Douglas** (Biology). Publications:

**Longo, Patrizia** (Politics). Publications:

**Marchetti, Michael** (Biology). Publications:

**McGraw, Barbara** (Management). Presentations and Papers:
1) Chair, annual interfaith leadership and prison chaplaincy management conference, co-sponsored by the American Academy of Religion and Saint Mary’s Center for Engaged Religious Pluralism, November 20-21, 2015.
McVann, Brother Mark (Theology and Religious Studies). Presentations and Papers:
1) “Thou Shalt and Thou Shalt Not: The Ten Commandments Then and Now (But Mostly Then),” Bible Speaker Series lecture for the intro course in TRS (Soda Center)
2) Presentation on Our Lady of Guadalupe with Prof. Anne Carpenter. Sponsored by the Latino students (Soda Center).

Meneses, Rashaan (Justice, Community and Leadership). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:

Meneses, Rashaan (Justice, Community and Leadership). Publications:
1) “The Body Is a Promise” (personal essay), Bordersenses, Volume 21, (Fall 2015).
2) “The Rift” (short fiction), Puerto Del Sol Volume 51, Issue 1, Fall 2015.

Merrill, Gregory B. (Accounting). Articles:

Metherd, Molly (English). Presentations and Papers:
“Mexican Language, Culture and History in the Western Novels of Willa Cather.” Seattle, WA. Annual Meeting of the American Comparative Literature Association. April 2015.

Montaño, Elizabeth (Teacher Education). Presentations:

Montaño, Elizabeth (Teacher Education). Publications:

Moskal, Mary Kay (Teacher Education). Presentations and Papers:

Mount, Andrew (Art and Art History). Creative Activity:
Paintings
Screen prints (Kala Art Institute)

Nguyen, Anh (Operations and Quantitative Methods). Publications:

Novakov, Anna (Art and Art History). Curated Exhibitions:
Novakov, Anna (Art and Art History). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
1) *Utopian Intensions*, book manuscript. Residency: Rockefeller Library, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, September – October, 2015

Novakov, Anna (Art and Art History). Publications:

O’Brien, Michael (Management). Publications:
“Using Signal Theory to Determine Non-Obviousness of Inventions,” coauthored by Idonah Molina, was selected for publication in the *Journal of Intellectual Property Law* (University of Georgia).

Otter, Ken (Leadership). Presentations and Papers:

Otter, Ken (Leadership). Publications:

Pagliarini, Marie (Theology and Religious Studies). Publications:

Palmer, Norris (Theology and Religious Studies). Publications:

Pan, Wenting (Operations and Quantitative Methods). Publications:

Paxton, Doug (Leadership). Presentations and Papers:

Paxton, Doug (Leadership). Publications:

Perez, Kathy (Leadership). Collaborative Partnerships:
*LIFT UP! Literacy Innovations For Teachers – Urban Partnership*
Perez, Kathy (Leadership). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:
7) “Dynamic Differentiation—One Size Does Not Fit All” and “Learning is not a Spectator Sport—Equip your students with a burning desire to learn!” August 17 – 19, 2015. University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand.
10) “Co-Teaching Strategies to Support English Learners.” December 14-15, Bureau of Education and Research Minneapolis, MN Alexandria, VA.

Pesavento Jim (Biology). Publications:

Peterson, Joan (Teacher Education). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:
1) Remnants of Anti-Judaism and the Internet. Peterson, Joan. Annual Scholars' Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches, Philadelphia (March 2015)
2) Moderator: Response of the Professions: Medicine and Education. Annual Scholars' Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches, Philadelphia (March 2015)

Pihas, Gabriel (Integral Curriculum of Liberal Arts). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:
1) Invited Lecture: “Borromini’s Restlessness and the Classical Tradition,” St. John’s College, Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 13, 2015;

Pihas, Gabriel (Integral Curriculum of Liberal Arts). Publications:

Pitre, Terrence (Accounting). Publications:
Plehn-Dujowich, Jose (Accounting). Publications:
3) “Demand Uncertainty and Cost Behavior” (with Dmitri Byzalov and Rajiv D. Banker), The Accounting Review. Paper received 2015 Notable Contributions to Accounting Literature Award.

Proehl, Rebecca (Leadership). Presentations and Papers:

Proehl, Rebecca (Leadership). Publications:

Quijada David (Ethnic Studies). Publications:

Randall Rains, Elzebeth (Performing Arts). Performances:
1) Feb 2015 Glossolalia; choreographer Tyler Eash; tour to New York City to perform at Judson Church, the iconic post-modern dance venue.

Ray, Chris (Physics and Astronomy). Publications:

Rokeach, Martin (Performing Arts). New Compositions:
1) Completion of New Work: Concerto for Piccolo and Orchestra; World Premiere; Oakland Symphony; Michael Morgan Music Director; March 18 2016.
2) Songs for mezzo-soprano and guitar Jessica Bowers, mezzo-soprano; Oren Fader, guitar (Manhattan School of Music faculty); commission: October 2015; anticipated New York premiere: winter 2017.

Rokeach, Martin (Performing Arts). Performances:
1) Delicate Fear for horn and piano; Graduate Recital, University of Melbourne; Susan de Weger, horn; Melbourne, Australia; March 2015
2) Fast Lane for violin and trumpet; Graduate Recital, Instituto Nacional de Costa Rica; Daniele Aguilar, violin; Jose Morales, trumpet; San Jose, Costa Rica; August 2015
3) Nocturne for piccolo and piano; New York duo Suzanne Gilchrest, piccolo (NYU faculty), Charles Jones, piano; Performance at Summerkeys Music Camp; Lubec, Maine; August 2015.
Rokeach, Martin (Performing Arts). Recordings:

Santiago, Myrna (History). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
To conduct oral interviews in Nicaragua for an account of that country’s devastating 1972 earthquake. Saint Mary’s College 2015-2016 Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Santiago, Myrna (History). Publications:
1) “Mexico’s Energy Reform: National Coffers, Local Consequences” ReVista the Harvard Review of Latin America, Summer 2015: 16-19
2) “Railroad Radicals in Cold War Mexico: Gender, Class, and Memory.” American Historical Review 120.2 (2015).

Santiago, Myrna (History). Reviews:
Review of Subterranean Struggles: New Dynamics of Mining, Oil, and Gas in Latin America by Anthony Bebbington and Jeffrey Bury, Hispanic American Historical Review 95:3 (August 2015): 549-551

Santiago, Myrna (History). Presentations and Papers:

Schönfeldt-Aultman, Scott (Communication). Journal Articles:

Schuh-Huerta, Sonya M. (Biology). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
To develop a hands-on student research program at SMC for studying key genes and environmental factors related to embryonic development and fertility. Saint Mary’s College 2015-2016 Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Sheth, Arnav (Finance). Publications:

Sigman, Jeffrey (Chemistry). Publication:

Smith, Jim G. (Integral Curriculum of Liberal Arts). Publications:

Soine, Aeleah (History). Publications:

Songster, Elena (History). Presentations and Papers:
Award for “Best Poster”: Elena Songster and Michael Lewis, Title: “Saving the Snow Leopard with Science and Spirituality,” ASEH Annual Conference, March 18-22, 2015, Washington DC.
Sosa, Gloria Aquino (Counseling). Presentations and Papers:

Sosa, Gloria Aquino (Counseling). Publications:

Sosa, Gloria Aquino, (Counseling). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:

Souza, Lawrence (Finance). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:
Panel addressing the future of California’s real estate market, California Association of Realtors EXPO Conference on October 7, 2015.

Spencer, Tamara (Teacher Education). Presentations and Papers:

Spencer, Tamara (Teacher Education). Publications:

Subrahmanyan Saroja (Marketing). Presentations and Papers:
Subrahmanyan Saroja (Marketing). Publications:

Suzuki, Sawako (Leadership). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
To refine an assessment tool that measures parenting self-confidence in diverse populations. Saint Mary’s College 2015-2016 Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Suzuki, Sawako (Leadership). Publications:

Sweeney, Meghan A. (English). Presentations and Papers:

Sweeney, Meghan A. (English). Publications:

Taylor, Kathleen (Leadership). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:

Taylor, Kathleen (Leadership). Publications:

Tenorio, Lysley (English). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
1) 2015 Rome Prize Literature Fellowship from The American Academy of Arts and Letters
2) Winter residency, Yaddo

Tenorio, Lysley (English). Performances:
1) Staged adaptations of “Monstress” and “Save the I-Hotel” at The American Conservatory Theater
2) Workshop of “The Brothers” at The American Conservatory Theater
3) Workshop of “Felix Starro,” musical adaptation, Ma Yi Theater, NYC

Thomas, Suzy (Counseling). Presentations and Papers:

Thomas, Suzy (Counseling). Publications:
Tywoniak, Ed (Communication). Presentations, Papers, and Talks:
3) Keynote Speaker, Executive Director Transition Ceremony School of Applied Theology, Berkeley Graduate Theological Union, Berkley, CA, May 2015.
4) Seminar Leader, Athenian Dialogue Society, Monterey, CA, November 2015; Reading: Lord of the Flies (William Golding).
5) Seminar Leader, Athenian Dialogue Society, Half Moon Bay, CA, May 2015; Reading: The Grapes of Wrath (John Steinbeck)

Tywoniak, Ed (Communication). Publications:

Tywoniak, Ed (Communication). Reviews:
Roger Waters and Pink Floyd: The Concept Albums (Fairleigh Dickinson University Press Series in Communication Studies, January 2015)

Van Gilder, Cynthia (Anthropology). Publications:

Veomett, Ellen (Mathematics and Computer Science). Publications:

Vu, Hoang (Psychology). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
To purchase an eye-tracker necessary for research on eye movements during reading. Saint Mary’s College 2015-2016 Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Weissman, Susan (Politics). Publications:
Mark “Etienne” Zborowski: Portrait of Deception, Part Two, published by Critique (Part One was published previously).

Welch, Marguerite (Leadership). Presentations and Papers:
Marguerite Welch and Kristen Del Simone and Ty Tynan, “Virtual Communities of Practice for Sustained Collaborative Learning,” International Leadership Association Conference in Barcelona, Spain in October, 2015.

White, Judith (Management). Publications:
1) “Virtual Classroom: Help or Hinderance for the La Pura Vida” in International Association of Business and Society.

White, Judith (Management). Papers:

Williams, Andrew (Management). Publications:
Williams, Claire (Kinesiology). Presentations and Papers:

Williams, Claire (Kinesiology). Publications:

Witzig, Denise (Women’s and Gender Studies). Presentations and Papers:

Witzig, Denise (Women’s and Gender Studies). Publications:

Woolpert, Steve (Politics). Publications:

Worthy, Kenneth (Environmental Science and Studies). Publications:

Xu, Ben (English). Publications:

Zapruder, Matthew (English). Publications:
3) “Summer Poem #2” and “Summer Poem #3,” Ploughshares, Spring 2015.
4) “Poem for Ann Hood,” in Zyzzyva, Spring 2015
7) “Poem for Doom,” Tin House, Summer 2015
9) “Poem for Noguchi,” in Blau (literary supplement for Die Welt), September 2015

Zapruder, Matthew (English). Reviews:
2) “Review of The History of Silence,” The Believer, Fall 2015
Zapruder, Matthew (English). Readings:
  1) “Ordinaire,” Saint Mary’s College of California Film and Media Arts, 2015.
  2) Poetry Center, Sacramento, CA, 2015.
  3) Tuesday, A Reading Project, 2015.

Zeccardi, Joe (Collegiate Seminar). Presentations:
  3) “If You Want to Lead the People, You Must Learn How to Follow Them: Collaborative Leadership and Empowerment in the Writing Center,” Presentation with Tereza Kramer. Northern California Writing Centers Association Conference, California State University, Fresno, California. March 2015.

Zhang, Xiaotian Tina (Finance). Publications:

Zhang, Tina (Finance). Grants, Awards, and Fellowships:
  Tina Zhang and Yung-Jae Lee. “To identify factors that affect the social and financial success of microfinance institutions in the Philippines.” Saint Mary’s College 2015-2016 Faculty Research Grant, awarded December 2014.

Zibello, Deanna (Performing Arts). Performances:

Please note: Saint Mary’s College values the scholarly accomplishments of its lecturers. In future years, we hope to list citations from all contingent faculty.